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Modernity and Self-Identity 2013-04-30 this major study develops a
new account of modernity and its relation to the self building upon the
ideas set out in the consequences of modernity giddens argues that high
or late modernity is a post traditional order characterised by a
developed institutional reflexivity in the current period the globalising
tendencies of modern institutions are accompanied by a transformation of
day to day social life having profound implications for personal
activities the self becomes a reflexive project sustained through a
revisable narrative of self identity the reflexive project of the self the
author seeks to show is a form of control or mastery which parallels
the overall orientation of modern institutions towards colonising the
future yet it also helps promote tendencies which place that orientation
radically in question and which provide the substance of a new political
agenda for late modernity in this book giddens concerns himself with
themes he has often been accused of unduly neglecting including especially
the psychology of self and self identity the volumes are a decisive step in
the development of his thinking and will be essential reading for students
and professionals in the areas of social and political theory sociology
human geography and social psychology
The Vertigo of Late Modernity 2007-01-31 immersing himself in the
whirling uncertainty of late modernity confronting its odd deformities of
essentialism and exclusion jock young has produced a comprehensive
account of contemporary trouble anxiety and transgression if this is
criminology and it s surely criminology of the best sort it is a
criminology able to account not just for crime and inequality but for
the cultural and the economic for the existential and the ontological
as well perhaps most importantly it is a criminology designed to
discover in these intersecting social dynamics real possibilities for
critique hope and human transformation jock young s the vertigo of late
modernity is a work of sweeping dare i say dizzying intellect and
imagination professor jeff ferrell texas christian university usa and
university of kent uk this is precisely what readers would expect from
the author of two instant classics a book that is bound to become the
third as is his habit jock young launches a frontal attack on the
commonsense of social studies and its tacit assumptions as common as
they are misleading futility of the inclusion vs exclusion contented vs
insecure or indeed normal vs deviant oppositions in the globalised and
mediatized world is exposed and the subtle yet thorough interpenetration
of cultures and porosity of boundaries demonstrated beyond reasonable
doubt the newly coined analytical categories like chaos of rewards and
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chaos of identity existential vertigo bulimic society or conservative vs
liberal modes of othering are bound to become an indispensable part of
social scientific vernacular and let s hope that they will for the sanity
and relevance of the social sciences sake zygmunt bauman emeritus
professor of sociology university of leeds jock young is one of the great
figures in the history of criminology in this book he prises open paradoxes
of identity in late modernity we experience an emphasis on individualism in
an era when shallow soil forms a foundation for self development young
deftly analyses shifts in conditions of work and consumption and the
insecurities they engender this is a perceptive reformulation of job family
and community in late modernity professor john braithwaite australian
national university the vertigo of late modernity is a seminal new work
by jock young author of the bestselling and highly influential book the
exclusive society in his new work young describes the sources of late
modern vertigo as twofold insecurities of status and of economic
position he explores the notion of an underclass and its detachment from
the class structure the book engages with the ways in which modern
society attempts to explain deviant behaviour whether it be crime
terrorism or riots in terms of motivations and desires separate and
distinct from those of the normal young critiques the process of
othering whether of a liberal or conservative variety and develops a
theory of vertigo to characterise a late modern world filled with
inequality and division he points toward a transformative politics which
tackle problems of economic injustice and build and cherish a society of
genuine diversity this major new work engages with some of the most
important issues facing society today the vertigo of late modernity is
essential reading for academics and advanced students in the areas of
criminology sociology cultural studies anthropology and the social
sciences more broadly
Early Modern Concepts for a Late Modern World 2006-01-01 who
was althusius and why is the work of a seventeenth century political
theorist important in modern times johannes althusius 1557 1638 was a
political theorist and a combative city politician who defended the
rights of small communities against territorial absolutism he designed a
system of politics in which sovereignty would be shared and jointly
exercised by a plurality of collectivities spatial as well as social on
the basis of mutual consent and social solidarity early modern concepts
for a late modern world places althusius in the context of his times and
explains the main features of his political thought it also suggests
perhaps most significantly why his theories continue to resonate today
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hueglin s use of sources is thorough and scrupulous he has worked in
depth in germanic scholarship and this access to german language
sources some of which are almost unknown to the english speaking world
provides a new interpretation of althusius theory with its emphasis on
pluralized governance negotiated compromise instead of majority rule and
the inclusion of the economic sphere into the political althusius theory
belongs to a countertradition in western political thought although it
was written at the beginning of the modern age of sovereign politics it
applies to today s search for a post sovereign system of politics
Late Modern Subjectivity and its Discontents 2017-03-16 this book
analyses three of the most prevalent illnesses of late modernity anxiety
depression and alzheimer s disease in terms of their relation to cultural
pathologies of the social body usually these conditions are interpreted
clinically in terms of individualized symptoms and responded to discretely
as though for the most part unrelated to each other however these
diseases also have a social and cultural profile that transcends their
particular symptomologies and etiologies anxiety depression and
alzheimer s are diseases related to disorders of the collective esprit de
corps of contemporary society multidisciplinary in approach the book
addresses questions of how these conditions are manifest at both the
individual and collective levels in relation to hegemonic biomedical and
psychologistic understandings rejecting such reductive diagnoses the
authors argue that anxiety depression and alzheimer s disease as well as
other contemporary epidemics are to be analysed in the light of individual
and collective experiences of profound and radical changes in our
civilization a diagnosis of our times late modern subjectivity and its
discontents will appeal to a broad range of scholars with interests in
health and illness the sociology of medicine and contemporary life
Late Modernism 2011-06-06 in the thirty years after world war ii
american intellectual and artistic life changed as dramatically as did
the rest of society gone were the rebellious lions of modernism joyce
picasso stravinsky and nearing exhaustion were those who took up their
mantle as abstract expressionism gave way to pop art and the barren
formalism associated with the so called high modernists wilted before
the hothouse cultural brew of the 1960s according to conventional
thinking it was around this time that postmodernism with its
characteristic skepticism and relativism was born in late modernism
historian robert genter remaps the landscape of american modernism in the
early decades of the cold war tracing the combative debate among
artists writers and intellectuals over the nature of the aesthetic form
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in an age of mass politics and mass culture dispensing with traditional
narratives that present this moment as marking the exhaustion of
modernism genter argues instead that the 1950s were the apogee of the
movement as american practitioners abstract expressionists beat poets
formalist critics color field painters and critical theorists among
others debated the relationship between form and content tradition and
innovation aesthetics and politics in this compelling work of
intellectual and cultural history genter presents an invigorated
tradition of late modernism centered on the work of kenneth burke ralph
ellison c wright mills david riesman jasper johns norman brown and james
baldwin a tradition that overcame the conservative and reactionary
politics of competing modernist practitioners and paved the way for the
postmodern turn of the 1960s
Consuming Football in Late Modern Life 2013-08-28 consuming
football in late modern life explores the phenomenon of football soccer
fandom as consumption in the age of late modernity by centralising
fandom within the sociology of consumption the book examines how this
phenomenon equates to a fluid series of consumption activities that are
practiced in the course of everyday life in turn the work departs from
much of the existing literature that features exceptional properties of
fanatical fans in order to emphasise the position that seemingly trivial
acts of consumption can have a profound influence on the construction
maintenance and evolution of football fandom cultures containing up to
date research findings derived from a programme of interviews with a
sample of football fans kevin dixon examines the social emotional
economic and technological implications of consumption as fans
participate in and respond to the demands of consumer life
The New Social Theory Reader 2001 this comprehensive reader will give
undergraduate students a structured introduction to the writers and
works which have shaped the exciting and yet daunting field of social
theory throughout the text key figures are placed in debate with each
other and the editorial introductions give an orienting overview of the
main points at stake and the areas of agreement and disagreement between
the protagonists the first section sets out some of the main schools of
thought including habermas and honneth on new critical theory bourdieu
and luhmann on institutional structuralism and jameson and hall on
cultural studies thereafter the reader becomes issues based looking at
justice and truth nationalism multiculturalism globalisation gender
sexuality race post coloniality the new socialtheory readeris an
essential companion for students who will not just use it on their
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theory course but return to it again and again for theoretical
foundations for substantive subjects and issues
Late Modern Palestine 2015-10-14 late modern palestine looks at the
ways in which the relationship between the subject and representation
and the political problematic of postcolonial late modernity is
articulated in the context of the palestinians struggle for liberation
junko aikio provides a rich theoretically and empirically and in part also
visually grounded study of the complex ways in which ordinary
palestinians face negotiate and resist multiple regimes of power and desire
in the context of everyday life in the west bank and gaza the volume
examines the early years of the second palestinian uprising an intifada
whose political status remains highly disputed the book examines the
ways in which palestinian politics during the second intifada has been
entangled with the broader social and political changes that are
associated with postcolonial late modernity it is argued that the
dislocation between modern colonial and late modern postcolonial
regimes of power and subjectivity greatly complicates the map of power
and resistance in contemporary palestine and also renders articulation
of national unity and hegemonic political strategy increasingly unlikely
this work will be of great interest to students and scholars of middle
east studies postcolonial studies international relations political
sociology critical security studies and political theory
The Politics of Sleep 2011-03-29 why has sleep become increasingly
politicized in contemporary society this book provides an account of the
politics of sleep in the late modern age the future of sleep has become
contested and uncertain something to be defended downsized or even
perhaps one day done away with altogether
The Legitimacy of the Modern Age 1985-10-21 in this major work
blumenberg takes issue with karl l�with s well known thesis that the
idea of progress is a secularized version of christian eschatology which
promises a dramatic intervention that will consummate the history of
the world from outside instead blumenberg argues the idea of progress
always implies a process at work within history operating through an
internal logic that ultimately expresses human choices and is legitimized
by human self assertion by man s responsibility for his own fate
The Idea of Tradition in the Late Modern World 2020-02-10 our late
modern era is marked by the rapidity of change waxing pluralism focus on
the future not the past the elevation of personal choice over communal
obligation and for some a sense of spiritual and intellectual
disorientation that can lead to resentment fear nostalgia and or a
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disordered desire for absolute certainty and rigid authority how can
religious traditions be maintained and even thrive in such an environment
how do they negotiate the fluidity of it all and transmit their beliefs and
practices to future generations what should be the role of academic
authorities vis a vis religious authorities in this process finally what
can different religious traditions learn from one another on the general
topic of tradition this volume invites readers to participate in a candid
ecumenical and interreligious conversation involving christian jewish and
muslim voices the editor and contributors alike contend that the
abrahamic faiths while having honest differences face common challenges
from contemporary culture which often fosters incomprehension about
the depth breadth and intellectual rigor of religious traditions at the
same time traditions can become disengaged and moribund without
attending to them with careful reflection discernment and conversation
with others who hold different points of view
Pentecostal Hermeneutics in the Late Modern World 2022-05-27 in
pentecostal hermeneutics in the late modern world l william oliverio jr
offers a series of forays into the places where late modernity and
pentecostalism have met in interpreting god the world and human selves
and communities oliverio provides a historical constructive and
ecumenical approach to understanding current trajectories in
pentecostal interpretation as he engages a variety of philosophers and
theologians together these essays point to a way forward for
pentecostal hermeneutics in the context of the late modern world
The Passing of the Modern Age 1970 first harper torchbook edition
l972
Seeing the World and Knowing God 2013-07-25 this creates a christian
theology of wisdom for the present day in discussion with two sets of
conversation partners the writers of the wisdom literature in ancient
israel and the jewish community in alexandria and the philosophers and
thinkers of the late modern age among them derrida levinas kristeva
ricoeur and arendt
The Extinct Scene 2015-12-08 in 1935 the english writer stephen
spender wrote that the historical pressures of his era should turn the
reader s and writer s attention outwards from himself to the world
combining historical formalist and archival approaches thomas s davis
examines late modernism s decisive turn toward everyday life locating in
the heightened scrutiny of details textures and experiences an intimate
attempt to conceptualize geopolitical disorder the extinct scene reads a
range of mid century texts films and phenomena that reflect the decline of
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the british empire and seismic shifts in the global political order davis
follows the rise of documentary film culture and the british
documentary film movement especially the work of john grierson humphrey
jennings and basil wright he then considers the influence of late modernist
periodical culture on social attitudes and customs and presents
original analyses of novels by virginia woolf christopher isherwood and
colin macinnes the interwar travel narratives of w h auden christopher
isherwood and george orwell the wartime gothic fiction of elizabeth
bowen the poetry of h d the sketches of henry moore and the postimperial
anglophone caribbean works of vic reid sam selvon and george lamming by
considering this group of writers and artists davis recasts late
modernism as an art of scale by detailing the particulars of everyday
life these figures could better project large scale geopolitical events
and crises
Modernity and Self-Identity 1991 om den enkeltes rolle i dagens
h�jtekniske bureaukratiske samfund
Religion in Late Modernity 2012-02-01 a well known theologian and
philosopher offers a late modern perspective on religion one opposed to
the received truths of postmodern religious thought religion in late
modernity runs against the grain of common suppositions of
contemporary theology and philosophy of religion against the common
supposition that basic religious terms have no real reference but are mere
functions of human need the book presents a pragmatic theory of
religious symbolism in terms of which the cognitive engagement of the
ultimate is of a piece with the cognitive engagement of nature and persons
throughout this discussion neville develops a late modern conception of
god that is defensible in a global theological public against the common
supposition that religion is on the retreat in late modernity except in
fundamentalist forms the author argues that religion in our time is a
stimulus to religiously oriented scholarship a civilizing force among
world societies a foundation for obligation in politics a source for
healthy social experimentation and the most important mover of soul
against the common supposition that religious thinking or theology is
confessional and inevitably biased in favor of the thinker s community
neville argues for the public character of theology the need for history
and phenomenology of religion in philosophy of religion and the possibility
of objectivity through the contextualization of philosophy contrary
to the fashionable claims of neo pragmatism this vigorous analysis and
program for religious thinking is straightforwardly pro late modern and
anti postmodern a rousing gallop along the high road around modernism
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robert cummings neville is professor of philosophy religion and theology
at boston university and dean of the school of theology his most recent
books include boston confucianism portable tradition in the late modern
world and the three edited volumes of the comparative religious ideas
project the human condition ultimate realities and religious truth all
published by suny press
Giddens and Politics beyond the Third Way 2016-04-25 assessing the
political dimensions of anthony giddens work from the 1970s to the
present this book highlights new directions for politics distinct from his
third way kolarz provides an assessment of giddens political relevance
and utility for present day political endeavours reflecting on the
approach to critical social theory found in his early work notably his
theory of structuration and critique of historical materialism and his
consequent utopian realist analysis of late modernity giddens and
politics beyond the third way extracts from his work a rationale for
global redistributive action as well as an integrative approach to
policymaking suggesting that coherence of centre left emancipatory
politics requires coordination of policy areas previously thought of as
separate
The Late Age of Print 2011 here the author assesses our modern book
culture by focusing on five key elements including the explosion of retail
bookstores like barnes noble and borders and the formation of the oprah
book club
European Legal History 2009-06-25 this historical introduction to
the civil law tradition considers the political and cultural context of
europe s legal history from its roman roots political diplomatic and
constitutional developments are discussed and the impacts of major
cultural movements such as scholasticism humanism the enlightenment
and romanticism on law and jurisprudence are highlighted
The History of Childhood: A Very Short Introduction 2018-08-02
while children are a relatively unchanging fact of life childhood is a
constantly shifting concept throughout the millennia the age at which a
child becomes a youth and a youth becomes an adult has varied by gender
class religion ethnicity place and economic need as author james marten
explores in this very short introduction so too have the realities of
childhood each life shaped by factors such as education expectation and
conflict or lack thereof indeed ancient roman children lived very
differently than those born of today s generation z experiences of
childhood have been shaped in classrooms and on factory floors in
family homes and orphanages and on battlefields and in front of
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television sets in addressing this diversity the history of childhood a
very short introduction takes a global expansive view of the features
of childhood that have shaped childhood throughout history and
continue to shape it now from the rules of confucian childrearing in
twelfth century china to the struggles of children living as slaves in
the americas or as cotton mill workers in industrial age britain marten
takes his inspiration from the idea that the lives of children reveal
important and sometimes uncomfortable truths about civilization about
the series the very short introductions series from oxford university
press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these
pocket sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly our expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable
The Nation-state and Violence 1985 the social sciences have long been
based upon contrasts drawn between the militaristic societies of the
past and the capitalist or industrial societies of the present but how
valid are such contrasts given that the current era is one stamped by
the impact of war and by the intensive development of sophisticated
weaponry in setting out to address this and similar questions this book
investigates issues that have been substantially neglected by those
working in sociology and social theory anthony giddens offers a
sociological analysis of the nature of the modern nation state and its
association with the means of waging war his analysis is connected in a
detailed way to problems that have traditionally preoccupied
sociologists the impact of capitalism and industrialism upon social
development in the modern period the result is a theory both of the
institutional parameters of modernity and of the nature of international
relations provided by publisher
Late Victorian Into Modern 2016 the original essays in oxford twenty
first century approaches to literature mean to provoke rather than
reassure to challenge rather than codify instead of summarizing existing
knowledge scholars working in the field aim at opening fresh discussion
instead of emphasizing settled consensusthey direct their readers to
areas of enlivened and unresolved debate this volume opens up in new and
innovative ways a range of dimensions some familiar and some more
obscure of late victorian and modern literature and culture primarily in
british contexts late victorian into modern emphasises the in between the
gradual changeover from one period to the next the volume examines
shared developments points out continuities rather than ruptures and
explores and exploits an understanding of the late nineteenth to the
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early twentieth centuries as a cultural moment in which new knowledges
were forming with particular speed and intensity the organisingprinciple
of this book is to retain a key focus on literary texts broadly
understood to include familiar categories of genre as well as extra
textual elements such as press and publishing history performance events
and visual culture while remaining keenly attentive to the inter relations
betweentext and context in the period individual chapters explore such
topics as celticism the new woman popular fictions literatures of empire
aestheticism periodical culture political formations avant garde poetics
and theatricality
Critical and Historical Essays 1850 the first truly global history of
revolutions and revolutionary waves in the modern age from atlantic
revolutions to arab spring
Revolutionary World 2021-03-25 late medieval and early modern fight
books offers insights into the cultural and historical transmission and
practices of martial arts based on interdisciplinary research on the
corpus of the fight books fechtb�cher in 14th to 17th century europe
Late Medieval and Early Modern Fight Books 2016-06-27 understanding
youth in late modernity is a highly readable book which lends itself
bothas a solid introduction and a reference point to the historical
developments and theoreticaldebates taking place within the discipline of
youth studies this book provides a highly accessible text for anybody
interested in the subject of youth and its changing role in late modernity i
thoroughly recommend it journal of contemporary european studies this
illuminating new book embeds our understanding of the youth question
within a historical context it shows how the ideas of past political
action in conjunction with the diverse paradigms of social science
disciplines have shaped modern conceptions of the youth question this
relationship between the political and the academic is then explored
through a detailed examination of contemporary debates about youth in
areas such as transitions education crime policy and criminology
consumption and youth culture from this analysis the book is able to
show how the youth question in late modernity is being shaped this
important text includes a historical overview of the making of modern
youth identifying major changes that took place over three centuries
examples of how political and academic responses construct youth as a
social problem an evaluation of the impact of social change in late
modernity on our understanding of the youth question and the everyday
lives of the young the book concludes by suggesting that in
contemporary understandings of the youth question significant
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differences exist between the political and the academic major challenges
exist if this gap is to be addressed and a new public social science needs
to emerge that reconstitutes debates about youth within a form of
communicative democracy understanding youth in late modernity is key
reading for students and academics interested in the historical
conception of the youth problem its evolution throughout modernity
and endeavours to find a solution
EBOOK: Understanding Youth in Late Modernity 2007-04-16 we live in
a time of great uncertainty about the future those heady days of the
late twentieth century when the end of the cold war seemed to be
ushering in a new and more optimistic age now seem like a distant memory
during the last couple of decades we ve been battered by one crisis after
another and the idea that humanity is on a progressive path to a better
future seems like an illusion it is only now that we can see clearly the
real scope and structure of the profound shifts that western societies
have undergone over the last 30 years classical industrial society has
been transformed into a late modern society that is molded by
polarization and paradoxes the pervasive singularization of the social
the orientation toward the unique and exceptional generates systematic
asymmetries and disparities and hence progress and unease go hand in hand
reckwitz examines this dual structure of singularization and
polarization as it plays itself out in the different sectors of our
societies and in so doing he outlines the central structural features of
the present the new class society the characteristics of a
postindustrial economy the conflict about culture and identity the
exhaustion of the self resulting from the imperative to seek authentic
fulfillment and the political crisis of liberalism building on his path
breaking work the society of singularities this new book will be of great
interest to students and scholars in sociology politics and the social
sciences generally and to anyone concerned with the great social and
political issues of our time
The End of Illusions 2021-06-28 although the city as a central entity
did not simply disappear with the fall of the roman empire the development
of urban space at least since the twelfth century played a major role in
the history of medieval and early modern mentality within a social
economic and religious framework whereas some poets projected urban
space as a new utopia others simply reflected the new significance of the
urban environment as a stage where their characters operate very
successfully as today the premodern city was the locus where different
social groups and classes got together sometimes peacefully sometimes
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in hostile terms the historical development of the relationship between
christians and jews for instance was deeply determined by the living
conditions within a city by the late middle ages nobility and bourgeoisie
began to intermingle within the urban space which set the stage for
dramatic and far reaching changes in the social and economic make up of
society legal historical aspects also find as much consideration as
practical questions concerning water supply and sewer systems
moreover the early modern city within the ottoman and middle eastern
world likewise finds consideration finally as some contributors observe
the urban space provided considerable opportunities for women to carve
out a niche for themselves in economic terms
Urban Space in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Age 2009 the first
english translation of a comprehensive legal history of europe from the
early middle ages to the twentieth century encompassing both the
common aspects and the original developments of different countries as
well as legal scholars and professionals it will appeal to those
interested in the general history of european civilisation
A History of Law in Europe 2017-08-03 some twenty years ago it was
widely believed that nothing much happened to the english language since
the beginning of the eighteenth century recent research has shown that
this is far from true and this book offers an introduction to a period
that forms the tail end of the standardisation process codification and
prescription during which important social changes such as the
industrial revolution are reflected in the language late modern english is
currently receiving a lot of scholarly attention mainly as a result of
new developments in sociohistorical linguistics and corpus linguistics by
drawing on such research the present book offers a much fuller account
of the language of the period than was previously possible it is designed
for students and beginning scholars interested in late modern english the
volume includes a basis in recent research by which sociolinguistic models
are applied to earlier stages of the language 1700 1900 a focus on
people as speakers wherever possible and writers of english research
questions aimed at acquiring skills at working with important
electronic research tools such as eighteenth century collections online
ecco the oxford english dictionary and the oxford dictionary of
national biography reference to electronically available texts and
databases such as martha ballard s diary the proceedings of the old
bailey and mrs beeton s book of household management
Introduction to Late Modern English 2009-05-12 to call something
modern is to assert something fundamental about the social cultural
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economic and technical sophistication of that thing over and against
what has come before a cultural history of theatre in the modern age
provides an interdisciplinary overview of theatre and performance in their
social and material contexts from the late 19th century through the
early 2000s emphasizing key developments and trends that both exemplify
and trouble the various meanings of the term modern and the identity of
modernist theatre and performance highly illustrated with 40 images the
ten chapters each take a different theme as their focus institutional
frameworks social functions sexuality and gender the environment of
theatre circulation interpretations communities of production repertoire
and genres technologies of performance and knowledge transmission
A Cultural History of Theatre in the Modern Age 2019-08-08 this
book is dedicated to metin kunt which primarily examines diverse cases of
changes throughout ottoman history both specialist and non specialist
readers will explore and understand the complexities concerning the
longevity as well as the tenacity of the ottoman empire
Dimensions of Transformation in the Ottoman Empire from the Late
Medieval Age to Modernity 2021-08-04 consuming football in late
modern life explores the phenomenon of football soccer fandom as
consumption in the age of late modernity by centralising fandom within
the sociology of consumption the book examines how this phenomenon
equates to a fluid series of consumption activities that are practiced in
the course of everyday life in turn the work departs from much of the
existing literature that features exceptional properties of fanatical
fans in order to emphasise the position that seemingly trivial acts of
consumption can have a profound influence on the construction
maintenance and evolution of football fandom cultures containing up to
date research findings derived from a programme of interviews with a
sample of football fans kevin dixon examines the social emotional
economic and technological implications of consumption as fans
participate in and respond to the demands of consumer life
Consuming Football in Late Modern Life 2016-05-23 the aim of this
book is to provide an account of modernist painting that follows on
from the aesthetic theory of theodor w adorno it offers a materialist
account of modernism with detailed discussions of modern aesthetics
from kant to arthur danto stanley cavell and adorno it discusses in
detail competing accounts of modernism clement greenberg michael fried
yve alain bois and thierry de duve and it discusses several painters and
artists in detail pieter de hooch jackson pollock robert ryman cindy
sherman and chaim soutine its central thesis is that modernist painting
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exemplifies a form of rationality that is an alternative to the
instrumental rationality of enlightened modernity modernist paintings
exemplify how nature and the sociality of meaning can be reconciled
Against Voluptuous Bodies 2006 egyptian deportations of the late
bronze age explores the political economy of deportations in new kingdom
egypt ca 1550 1070 bce from an interdisciplinary angle the analysis of
ancient egyptian primary source material and the international
correspondence of the time draws a comprehensive picture of the complex
and far reaching policies the dataset reveals their geographic scope
economic and demographic impact in egypt and abroad as well as their
interconnection with territorial expansion international relations and
labour management the supply chain profiting institutions and individuals
in egypt as the well as the labour tasks origins and the composition of
the deportees are discussed in detail a comparative analytical
framework integrates the egyptian policies with a review of deportation
discourses as well as historical premodern and modern cases and enables
a global and diachronic understanding of the topic the study is thus the
first systematic investigation of deportations in ancient egyptian
history and offers new insights into egyptian governance that revise
previous assessments of the role of forced migration und unfree labour in
ancient egyptian society and their long term effects
Egyptian Deportations of the Late Bronze Age 2021-09-20 a companion
to late medieval and early modern augsburg distills the extraordinary
range and creativity of recent scholarship on one of the most significant
cities of the holy roman empire into a handbook format
A Companion to Late Medieval and Early Modern Augsburg 2020-02-25
in this major new work which zygmunt bauman calls a tour de force of
breathtaking erudition and clarity jock young charts the movement of
the social fabric in the last third of the twenthieth century from an
inclusive society of stability and homogeneity to an exclusive society
of change and division jock young one of the foremost criminologists of
our time explores exclusion on three levels economic exclusion from the
labour market social exclusion between people in civil society and the
ever expanding exclusionary activities of the criminal justice system
taking account of the massive dramatic structural and cultural
changes that have beset our society and relating these to the quantum
leap in crime and incivilities jock young develops a major new theory based
on a new citizenship and a reflexive modernity
The Exclusive Society 1999-06-01 in this major theoretical statement
the author offers a new and provocative interpretation of the
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institutional transformations associated with modernity we do not as
yet he argues live in a post modern world rather the distinctive
characteristics of our major social institutions in the closing period of
the twentieth century express the emergence of a period of high modernity
in which prior trends are radicalised rather than undermined a post modern
social universe may eventually come into being but this as yet lies on the
other side of the forms of social and cultural organization which
currently dominate world history in developing an account of the
nature of modernity giddens concentrates upon analyzing the
intersections between trust and risk and security and danger in the
modern world both the trust mechanisms associated with modernity and
the distinctive risk profile it produces he argues are distinctively
different from those characteristic of pre modern social orders this book
build upon the author s previous theoretical writings and will be of
fundamental interest to anyone concerned with gidden s overall project
however the work covers issues which the author has not previously
analyzed and extends the scope of his work into areas of pressing
practical concern this book will be essential reading for second year
undergraduates and above in sociology politics philosophy and cultural
studies
The Consequences of Modernity 2013-04-25 why do people identify with
growing late modern churches and does identification lead to morally
transforming commitments beyond late modern consumerism this case
study presents findings that may inspire both social scientists and
theological practitioners to new forms of thinking
Ecclesial Identification Beyond Late Modern Individualism? 2012-03-06
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